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Dear

This is to thank yov for the queries vos have put to ICOMOS regarding the report of the advisory mission,

Wth reference to the options which covld be evplored, the advisory mission report ‘conciudes that at the current time, there iv no elternative that can be

supported” It did not consider that there wete any modifications that could be made to the current optionv to make them feasible.

Indeed the Miasion states that ICOMOS in evrlier Technical Reviews reviewed the seven preliminary options and the Mission agreed with the previovs

velection procesv Therefore the Mission report suggested other options’ rather than other design options’ as t convidered thar none of the current

options, or modifications to these, were feasible,

The State Party envisages that a solution for the A$-A9 link resides ina depressed roa& However, the misnion did not consider that any enisting options, or

nsodificat:ons to these options, could be supported at the current time Further work is needed to explore other options

With reference to the connection to Al, the State Party notes that any depressed connection would impact on the outstanding universal valse of the World

Heritage raropertv. However, it would 5e ready to eeplore a solution for a i:lepressed connection in relation to the Gulf course alternative by compensvting

the degradation by recovery measures to the landscape. The mission did not consider that any options or modifications to these options could be

vupported at the current time (lee above)

Hoping the above is useful in claritving points front the advisory mission report. we remain at your d:sposal to discsss this further.

1 take the opportsnity to send all my Best Wishes for the New Year
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Beste allen,

M

On behalf of the vice-governors of the Province of Noord-Holland, we would like to thank you for vending us the ICOMOS Adeisory Mission

Report on the Defence Line of Amsterdam, which we receieed on9 November 2017.

We are grateful that you have put so much effort into composing this solid report. We intend to take your proposals into account as much as

possible in our further planning procedures.



As ICOMOS believes that two of the proposed elternatives for the A8-A9 Link Road (the Heemnkerk and Golf Course alternetives( will impact the

OUV of the World Heritege propefty, we will now investigete possible new options. The State Advinor for the Environwent hen offered to ansint

un with evploring the options through en integreted landncepe approach. Your recommendationu with respect to the enhencement of

landscepe qualitieu will be part of that wider approach.

In that regerd we have u few remaining queutione about your Advinory Misson Report, and we hope that you cen clarify these at your eerlient

convenience, but preferebly by Thsrsdev 11 Jenserv 2018.

Exploring options

The Mission Report concludes that none of the alternetives is supporteble es csrrently presented. It recommendu sndertuking further work to

idestify other optionu that might satisfy the three mais paremeters: protection of 00V, quelity of life of residents, end mobility.

The Miosion Repoft also states that it hes reviewed the seven preliminery options end egrees with the preeious selection proceus. This meanu

that the eerlier alternatives studied have been ruled out.

Earlier studies also considered entirely different solstions, for esample situated north of the village of Krommenie. These altersatives would

also impect the openness of the landscepe end the OUV of the Defence Line of Amsterdam and would not ulleviate treffic congestion on the

evisting road network is the villages of Assendelft and Krommenie. They ere not realistic alternetises, in other wordu.

1( Our conclssion is that you are advising es to esplore design options of the eeistine alternetives. Do you agree with this conclusios?

Depressed road

ICOMOS concludes in its report that the eeisting Golf Course end Heemskerk designs would have a negative impect os the OUV of the Oefence

Line of Amsterdam end ere therefore unaccepteble. You recommend undeftaking fufther work to identify other options that might oetiufy the

three mum peremeters: protection of 00v, improvement of quelity of life of reoidentu end improvement of mobility. Your edvice stresues that

the enperience of openness of the landscape of the DIA must be emphanised and strengthened.

2( Our conclusion is that ICOMOS is seeking a solution for the A8-A9 link road ina deoresned road. Oo you agree with this concluuion?

Connection to A9

From the point of view of treffic sefety (night lines( end design requirementu (curve redius(, it will, in all probebility, not be possible to construct

depressed connection with on- end oft-rempu to the A9, without impecting the 00V of the Oefence Line of Amsterdam. This was discussed

with the ICOMOS enpert during the adviuory minolon. A depressed connection will also be vinible in done proeimity to the A9 owing to the

necessery connection to the A9 at ground level. In the Golf Courue ulternetive the depreused connection will harm the Oefence Line et Sint

Aagtendijk. In this case the OUV of the Oefence Line of Amsterdam will in all probability be impacted, even though in will be leus harmful than

the current deoignu.

3) We would like to know whether eenlorine this solution is eccentahle to ICOMOS, perticularly if a probeble minor degradation of the 00V

caused by this solution in compensated by recovery meesures to the quality and opennens of the landucepe in this nedion of the DIA.

We will also connider your suggeution to develop more detailed strategic approeches to the propefty es e whole and its wider oetting,

particularly in relation to infrastructure, with en amended version of the management plan for the OLA end with the nomination of e significant

boundury modificatios. Your ouggestion to evamine the possibility of e buffer oone will be part of the significant boundary modificetion that will

be brought forward in Januerv 2019 et the lateut.
We look forward to your responoe.
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Pleese find etteched the report of the ICOMOS Advinory Miusion Defence Line of Amsterdam:
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We remein en your dioposel to reupond eventuel queries.

Best regerdu
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International Council on Monuments end Siteu



Conseil internatonaI des Monuments et des Sites

11 rue du Séminaire de Confians

94 220 Charenton-le-Pont


